I. Introduction

1.
In wireless communications, adaptive mechanisms are needed to adjust the transmission parameters such as the constellation size and the coding rate to the momentary link quality which fluctuates due to fading and interference.
In current OFDM Wireless LAN standards such as IEEE 802.1 la [I] and ETSI BRAN HIPERLAN/2 [41, an Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) [7] scheme enables the bit rate of the Physical Layer to range from 6 to 54 Mhit/s. In addition, a Hybrid ARQ [IO] of type I (HARQ-I) is specified, which consists in retransmitting all the convolutionally coded hits corresponding to a packet as long as the latter is detected as erroneous by the receiver. IEEE 802.1 l a and HIPERLAN/2 ARQ strategies are different: white the first uses Stop and Wait and the second Selective Repeat their parameten can be designed to approach the ideal ARQ performance [131. The goal of AMC is to select the constellation size and coding rate in order to maximize the throughput given the link state under some constraints such as Quality of Service. Thus, AMC requires a link quality metric. In (121, we computed the throughput of an isolated HIPER-LAN12 connection when using the instantaneous SIiR as the link quality metric, assuming ideal ARQ and neglecting the overhead of the Medium Access Control (MAC) layer. In 161, a combination of Hybrid ARQ of type I1 with AMC is studied with a view to further increase the throughput. This HARQ-I1 scheme relies on Incremental Redundancy (1R) which was introduced by Mandelbaum in [ I l l , and makes use of Rate Compatible Punctured Codes (RCPC) as described in [8], In [6], the authors neglect the MAC overhead and propose a blind scheme which starts transmitting at the highest coding rate and constellation size, removing the need for a link quality metric. Actually, the 802. I I MAC layer introduces a significant overhead at each transmission, which has a large impact on the 802.1 la throughput. This must he taken into account in the design of a combination of IR and AMC.
In this paper we propose a type II HARQ scheme combined with AMC which takes into account 802.1 la constraints. Our scheme relies on both IR and Chase Combining [3] . The decision on the initial constellation and coding rate is based on Signal to Noise plus Interference Ratio (SNIR) as link quality metric. As a result, the average number of retransmissions is reduced and the MAC throughput is improved. The effect of interference and SNIR prediction errors are evaluated by simulation. Since the puncturing matrices defined by the 802.1 la standard do not respect the rate compatibility restriction, we introduce a new puncturing pattern for the code rate 3. This pattern is compatible with rate and also with rate 6 of HIPERLAN/2, so that IR would he feasible with both physical layer specifications. at the expense of a slight degradation of the BER performance The paper is organized as follows. In Section I1 an overview of the characteristics of the studied Hybrid ARQ schemes is given. At the end of the section the proposed type II HARQ combined with AMC is described. Section Ill analyzes the limitation due to the IEEE 802.1 l a standard to the rate compatibility restriction and describes the new puncturing pattern to solve this problem. Assumptions of the performance study and simulation results are presented in Section IV. Finally, conclusions are drawn in section V.
Hybrid ARQ Schemes
The two following retransmission strategies were compared: The principle of the HARQ-II+AMC [51 is to start at an initial constellation and coding rate and to use a more robust mode at each retransmission either by reducing the coding rate (e.g. from i to $) or by selecting a more robust constellation (e.g. from 64-QAM to I6QAM) when all the coded bits of CQ have been received using the current constellation.
In the second strategy, the receiver performs the demapping of the bit-interleaved coded modulation to obtain bit metrics at each transmission attempt. After deinterleaving, these bit metrics have to be combined with those obtained from previous attempts, prior to Viterbi decoding. This combination requires careful attention. context, it is interesting to see how a reasonable set of RCPC could be obtained by slightly modifying the 802.1 la and HIPERLANIZ standards. This is the purpose of the next section.
Rate compatibility restrictions
The IEEE 802.1 la standard defines two puncturing patterns allowing coding rates : and + from the mother code rate f . These puncturing patterns are defined by the following puncturing matrices:
To perform any IR algorithm which uses the RCPC codes (Rate Compatible Punctured Convolutional codes), it is necessary to add a rate compatibility restriction on the puncturing mle. The rate compatibility criterion requires that the puncturing matrices be well chosen to make the coded bits of high rate punctured code belong to the lower rate code. An evaluation of the performance of the RCPC codes is given in [SI.
The puncturing matrices defined by the IEEE 802.11a standard do not respecr the rate compatibility restriction on the puncturing rule: where a zero is at the fourth position of the second row 0fM2, a I is at the same position of M , . With the interest in adopting an IR strategy that uses the RCPC codes, we investigated other puncturing matrices for the code rate 5.
In particular, we considered a puncturing matrix for the code rate f which respects the restrictions for the code rates of $. 3 and 6 (defined by both ETSI HIPERLAN/2 and IEEE 802.1 la standards [1],[41) with the aim of maintaining the physical layer compatibility between the two standards. It has to be noted that the performance of such puncturing matrices are not worse than that of a puncturing matrix not compatible with rate &. The puncturing matrix proposed for the rate f is the following: 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 , I ]
We verified that the resulting convolutional code is not catastrophic. As it can be seen on figure 1 the performance loss due to the proposed puncturing pattem is less than 0.5 dB at every SNR. To conclude, the BJR performance of the two puncturing matrices (Mz and Mz) is almost the same, hut with the remarkable difference that respects therestriction on the puncturing rule to generate a RCFC code.
IV. Simulation results 3 3
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The performance in terms of average throughput versus average SNR was evaluated by simulation for both retransmission strategies: HARQ-I+AMC and proposed HARQIRcAMC. In order to enable a fair comparison, the same transmission modes are used. Table I ns RMS delay spread following the ETSI BRAN-A model and static terminals. The resulting average throughput versus SNR is plotted on figures 2-5 . As mentioned in section 11. the initial constellation for HARQ-IR+AMC is selected according to the throughput maximization criterion of a HARQ-I+AMC scheme for the current S M , hut the starting coding rate is always j . The first motivation for this choice is that it enables to take advantage of IR, aithough the gain to be expected is reduced due to the MAC overhead. The gain should he higher when the predicted SNIR is lower than the actual one: in such cases the success probability of the first transmission is significant. Funhermore, the SNIR is not the hest metric, since the Packet Error Rate (PER) depends not only on the SNIR, but also on the actual channel coefficients, as shown in 191. If the PER performance of the current channel is better than average, once again the success probability of the transmission at rate can he high, obviously leading to a throughput gain. If the channel PER performance is worse than average, then a gain can also he expected: since our HARQ-IR strategy systematically reduces the mode at each attempt, a mode with low PER will he quickly reached, whereas the HARQ-I+AMC strategy will perform lots of retries in the inadequately selected initial mode.
1x1. HARQ-I+AMC versus HARQ-IR+AMC over a fading channel
First. the comparison is performed without interference. A new independent channel impulse response is used at each new packet transmission, but it is assumed to remain constant during the successive retransmissions. This model is well adapted to the simulation of a static environment. The SNR fluctuates due to fading at each new transmission, hut we assume that it can he perfectly predicted in order to perform AMC. The average PHY and MAC throughput are plotted respectively on fig. 2and fig. 4 .
On figure 2, it can he observed that HARQ-IR+AMC outperforms HARQ-I+AMC by up to 1.5dB. For high order modulations ( i.e. at high SNR) the gain is more important than for lower modulations (i.e. lower SNR). This is due to the fact that a larger number of 1R steps are available in case of initial transmission failure. Unfortunately, the throughput gain on top of MAC layer is insignificant due to the MAC overhead, as shown on figure 4.
IV.2. Impact of interference and SNIR prediction errors
Contrary to fading which fluctuates slowly in W A N , interference can produce large and quick changes of the SNIR. Besides, these variations are hardly predictable due to the random nature of traflic sources. In this section, we assume that the SNIR fluctuates randomly from one packet transmission or retransmission to the next. The SNIR fluctuation at each transmission attempt is modeled as a sequence of i.i.d. variables uniformly distributed between -6dB and + 6dB. We assume that the SNIR can he perfectly estimated in order to weight the soft hit metrics prior to comhination with previous attempts. However, we add a random emor to the SNIR prediction used by AMC. We take for the prediction error the same uniform distribution as the SNIR fluctuation. Therefore, the metrics weighting remains optimum, but the decision of the AMC on the initial transmission mode can he erroneous.
Our simulation results show how in presence of had selection of the initial transmission mode due to a prediction error in the AMC, the HARQ-IR+AMC outperforms HARQ-I+AMC at both Physical and MAC layer. As shown respectively on figures 3 and 5 we observed up to 2.5dB gain at Physical layer and still up to 1.5 dB gain at the MAC layer. These results validate the interest in adopting the proposed HARQ-IR+AMC strategy in a realistic transmission scenario.
V. Conclusion and further work
In this paper, we study an AMC scheme based on SNIR prediction combined with a type I1 Hybrid ARQ relying on IR adapted to the IEEE 802.1 la standard. Modifications of the retransmission strategy and puncturing pattern are proposed, as well as means to combine the soft bit metrics.
Contrary to classical 1R which tries to have a fine granularity in the incremental retransmission process, the proposed HARQ-IR+AMC scheme balances the number of retransmissions with the need to limit the MAC overhead. The average throughput performance is evaluated under fading and interference conditions. In the presence of fading only, the MAC protocol overhead makes the throughput gain negligible. However, the HARQ-IR+AMC strategy presents an interest when interference bursts deteriorate the SNIR prediction used by the AMC. In that case, an improvement of I .5 dB can he ohserved. Overall, this scheme improves the system robustness to interference, at the expense of only slight modifications to the standard. 
